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THE FIRST GLOBAL P2P BLOCKCHAIN PARKING ECOSYSTEM  

 

A scalable blockchain-based platform that enables drivers to book 

parking directly from individual parking space owners at lower 

prices, with convenience.  

 

In simple words, an “Airbnb like” solution for parking  
 

The problem 
Parking creates a huge burden on drivers and the cities. One in three drivers 
abandoned their search for a parking space at least once in the past year, as 
drivers spend an average of nearly nine minutes in pursuit of a coveted spot. 
 
PARKGENE’s Solution 

PARKGENE’s decentralized technology will supply new parking spots in already 

crowded cities, which now remain unutilized, by enabling not only peer-to-peer 
but also the seamless integration of all existing parking technology. 
 

How will PARKGENE work? 
Parking spot owners will be able to list and sell their spots directly to drivers. 
Blockchain and smart contracts are used to make the parking efficient, cheaper 
and secure, while GENE token payments resolve regulation compliance issues. 
 

Parking spot owners want to sell directly to drivers 
Parking spot owners want to sell to drivers. Working in the parking industry for 

the last 2 years, we have received hundreds of requests from both individuals and 
small businesses to sell their parking spots directly to drivers.  
 

Drivers can park 2x faster and 10x cheaper 
P2P parking can double available spots in cities, making it faster to find parking 
and ten times cheaper, compared to professional parking operators. 

 

PARKGENE disrupts one of the largest consumer markets  
According to Frost & Sullivan, the global parking market is $100 billion a year, and 
it’s estimated that the 100 biggest and busiest cities in the US and Europe will 
generate a market of 20 million usable parking spaces and a potential revenue of 
$60 billion. 

 

GENE token 
The GENE token is used as a means of payment, to pay for parking. Drivers use 
the GENE token to pay parking spot owners. 
 

Token Sale 
- ICO starts: Jan 15, 2018 
- Closed Round starts: Dec 15,2017 
- Hard Cap: 350,000,000 tokens 
- Exchange: 1 GENE = $0.10 USD 

- Platform: ERC20 
- Volume bonuses will apply according 

  to ICO phases 

- ICO Funds will be held in Escrow 
- Purchase methods: BTC, BTC-CASH 
   ETH, TC, DASH, BCH, USD 
- Unsold Tokens will be burned 

- Advisors, Team, Initial Investors 
   & Future fund are locked-in 

[see details] 
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